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About This Game

You wake up with an aching head and the world out of focus. In front of you is a man accusing you of being “fake”. He looks
exactly like you, down to the last scar and pimple, has the same memories, the same voice and the same personality.

But who is lying and who is telling the truth? Who is fake and who is real?

With over nine different possibilities, you can either end up as the tragic hero, the sly villain, or an innocent victim. Will you
keep your cool or pick a fight? Play through all the endings and take a peek at the truth of your demise.

Whatever action you take, ultimately, you must answer the question: “Who is Mike?”

Features

Screensize: 1280 x 800
Endings: 9 endings

Length: 10,500 words (approx. 2 hours gameplay)
CGs: 22 CGs

Genre: Mystery/Thriller, Supernatural, Comedy
Rating: PG-16+ for Strong Language and Violence
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Unbelievable experience, true open world.. Crashes at the same level everytime. No way to make it past that level, it quits
before you can save. Save your money and buy something else. :(. i've followed this pixbits and this game since it was a baby.
i've played this on a multitude of devices. the only reason i've bought it on steam was to help support these devs.

The reason this game was such a big deal to me years ago, is because it was the only game relatively like Terraria on IOS, iphone
and ipad.

I would recommend this for mobile devices. if you're gaming on a PC, of course starbound and terraria are the best. But I love
what this game is, and I love these devs.. Really interesting story and pleasant nice art, it was an enjoyable experience and it was
free so really high quality for something for free, l strongly recommend trying it out. This has left me with a lot more questions
than answers.

#5- The Innocent. A lighthearted kid-friendly adventure game, that feels as though it is supposed to be funny, but due to poor
comedic timing and a sub-par voice cast, ends up not being very funny at all. Most puzzles are simplistic, and the ones that aren't
are obnoxiously arbitrary. Short, unfunny, and not very interesting... Puzzle Bots isn't really worth your money, I'd go spend that
5 bucks elsewhere.
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What in the actual ♥♥♥♥. I am unistalling this game until they fix there God Damn game. The words are so ♥♥♥♥ing small,
that if my grandma was to play this she couldn't see anything. Do not buy until this is fixxed. This is not worth 20 dollars.. Do
not buy this game.

It is a trash fire.. Contains a permanently missable achievement, so any achievement hunters who first try to experience the
game without any spoilers (such as checking achievement descriptions/guides beforehand) are pretty much screwed.

Most likely achievable by removing all traces of the game (registry and all) and then reinstalling, but on principle any game that
screws with achievements hunters gets a thumbs down from me.. Very relaxing game
not because of its price
but watching the pieces when you break something is very peacefull

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4B6dqy4NU. I liked it, great music and visuals. Good job, team!. Project Rhombus is
like a mix of Super Hexagon and Stepmania. It's surprisingly tricky for how simple it is, although the limited music selection is
a downside. 5/10. For skilled Undyne fighters ;D. Great game with awesome soundtrack! Totally recommend it!!!. I enjoyed
playing this. However, the constant grammar and dialogue issues make it a little frustrating. With PM2 they did an amazing job
with the art and the translations, this was rushed. I think most people would agree that we'd much rather have a quality product
instead of several hastily released ones.
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